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Abstract—Energy harvesting (EH) is an attractive and green
solution to the problem of limited lifetime of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Unlike a conventional node that dies once it runs
out of energy, an EH node harvests energy from the environment
and replenishes its rechargeable battery. We investigate a new
class of hybrid networks that comprise both EH and conventional
nodes and differ from conventional and all-EH WSNs. We propose two new and insightful performance criteria called k-outage
duration and n-transmission duration to evaluate these networks.
They overcome the pitfalls associated with defining lifetime, which
arise because the EH nodes never die but can occasionally run out
of energy, and capture the dynamic time evolution, which occurs
because the conventional nodes irreversibly drain their batteries.
They also account for the inability of the nodes to transmit data
due to insufficient battery energy and channel fading. We prove
two computationally efficient novel bounds for evaluating these
criteria. Our results characterize the effect of the number of EH
and conventional nodes and channel fading statistics on these
criteria. Further, given a total cost constraint, we determine the
conventional and EH node mixture in the network that optimizes
these criteria.
Index Terms—Energy harvesting, wireless sensor networks, lifetime, fading, outage, Markov chain, bounds.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS SENSOR NETWORKs (WSNs) are increasingly being deployed for industrial, health, aerospace,
environmental monitoring, and control applications [2]. In
several deployment scenarios, it is cumbersome or expensive
to run cables to power the sensor nodes. Therefore, these
nodes consume energy from their pre-charged batteries for their
operations. Over time, a node drains out its battery and dies.
Eventually, the network itself fails to meet its sensing objective.
Improving network lifetime is, therefore, an important objective of WSN design. Depending on the service provided
by the WSN and its network topology, different definitions
of lifetime have been used [3]. In many papers, e.g., [4], [5],
the death of the first node in the WSN is defined as lifetime.
This definition is pessimistic because the other nodes in the
network may still be capable of sensing and sending data. In
[6], lifetime is defined as the death of a pre-specified fraction
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of nodes. However, the above definitions are based purely
on the battery energies of the nodes, and do not account for
the failures in sending the sensed data to a fusion node (FN)
due to channel fading. In [7], [8], network lifetime is defined
in the terms of the number of nodes that run out of energy and
the number of communication failures that occurred between
the sensor node and the FN. Other definitions of lifetime are
based on sensing coverage [9], connectivity of the nodes to the
FN [10], and coverage and connectivity [11]. However, [10],
[11] employ a deterministic path loss model without fading.
Energy harvesting (EH) sensor nodes, which replenish the
energy they consume by harvesting it from the environment
and storing it in their batteries, provide a promising and green
alternative to tackle the vexing problem of prolonging lifetime
[12]–[15]. However, the energy harvesting process can be sporadic. Further, an EH node needs additional circuitry to harvest,
store, and provide a regulated supply of the harnessed energy
to its battery or super-capacitor [16]. Hence, it is likely to be
more expensive than a simpler conventional node, which comes
equipped with a pre-charged, non-rechargeable battery.
Given the above challenges, hybrid WSNs, which comprise
of a mixture of EH nodes and conventional nodes, are likely.
Upgradation of the legacy WSNs, in which conventional nodes
are gradually replaced by EH nodes, also naturally leads to
hybrid WSNs. Even a WSN consisting entirely of EH nodes
behaves as a hybrid network when some of the EH nodes cannot
harvest energy over a prolonged period of time.
A. Similarities/Differences with Conventional and All-EH
WSNs
A hybrid WSN is similar, yet different from both conventional and all-EH WSNs, which consist only of EH nodes. As
its conventional nodes irreversibly drain out their batteries over
time, it is more like a conventional WSN than an all-EH WSN.
However, as its EH nodes that became inactive due to lack of
sufficient energy can harvest energy and become active later, it
is more like an all-EH WSN than a conventional WSN.
In order to evaluate a hybrid network, one needs consistent performance criteria that can handle the volatility of the
conventional nodes and the vitality of the EH nodes. This is
a fundamental and challenging problem because conventional
and all-EH WSNs have typically been evaluated using very disparate performance criteria. Existing lifetime definitions based
on the death of the nodes are ill-suited for evaluating the hybrid
network due to the presence of the EH nodes. At the same
time, performance criteria based on steady state analysis such
as active/inactive cycles, which are typically applied to all-EH
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WSNs, fail to capture the dynamic evolution of the hybrid
network and the contributions of the conventional nodes.

Finally, we apply the analytical tools developed to study a costconstrained hybrid WSN deployment.

B. Contributions

C. Performance Criteria for Hybrid WSNs: A Discussion

We introduce two performance criteria, namely, k-outage
duration and n-transmission duration, to evaluate the longevity
and utility of a hybrid WSN. They overcome several of the
aforementioned challenges.
The k-outage duration is defined as the average time required
for k outages to occur in the WSN, where an outage is an event
in which data does not reach the FN either due to lack of battery
energy for transmission or due to the communication failures
caused by channel fading. It is inspired by the definition of
network lifetime [7], [8]. In a monitor and control application,
in which the FN receives data from the sensors and applies
appropriate controls thereafter, the FN can potentially fail to
apply the optimal control when an outage occurs. The k-outage
duration is indicative of the time until which the number of
suboptimal controls applied fall in an acceptable range. In
sensing critical applications, k will be small, while in routine
monitoring applications, k will be large.
The n-transmission duration is an alternate, but related,
performance measure that is defined as the average time needed
for n measurements to reach the FN. Its applications are complementary to the k-outage duration. For example, in WSNs
employed for parameter estimation in which the nodes send a
measured parameter to the FN [17], it indicates how quickly the
network can estimate the parameter, with n being the minimum
number of measurements required for sufficient accuracy. It is
also directly applicable to an all-EH network.
Our second contribution is the analysis of k-outage and
n-transmission durations for a time-slotted hybrid WSN with
a star topology.1 The star topology is widely considered in the
study of both conventional [8], [18] and all-EH WSNs [13],
[15] and is a basic building block in WSNs. The practical
IEEE 802.15.4 standard for WSNs supports the star topology
[19]. We observe that computing these performance criteria is
computationally challenging and memory intensive even with
a small number of nodes in the system. To circumvent this
challenge, we propose two hypothetical systems by grouping
the nodes of the hybrid WSN and use them to develop two novel
low-complexity upper bounds on the k-outage duration and two
lower bounds on the n-transmission duration. These bounds
use an innovative coupling between the channel fading, energy harvesting, and transmission processes of the hypothetical
systems and the hybrid WSN. Extensive numerical results that
study the effect of the number of conventional and EH nodes
in the hybrid system are presented, and they empirically verify
that our bounds are tight. We show that increasing the number
of EH nodes has a markedly different effect on the system
performance than increasing the number of conventional nodes.

The k-outage and n-transmission durations are suitable for
evaluating hybrid WSNs as they bridge the gap between the
disparate performance criteria used for conventional and allEH WSNs. They capture the vitality of the EH nodes and the
volatility of the conventional nodes. They account for channel
and battery energy variations. They can also be applied to conventional WSNs and all-EH WSNs. They enable these different
networks to be compared with each other, and help assess the
benefits of EH nodes.
However, they are not without their shortcomings. Ideally,
the performance evaluation of the WSN would be based on
whether the FN can fuse the sensed data with sufficient accuracy and on how much time it requires for doing this. However,
this makes the problem formulation very specific to the sensing
and quantization rules, fusion rules, and communication protocols used by the system. Further, given the various performance
criteria that have been explored for conventional WSNs, it does
not seem possible to come up with an all-encompassing, yet
tractable criterion for evaluating hybrid WSNs. In fact, even the
definition of outage is specific to the system being considered.

1 Estimation and detection problems are not precluded by our model. However, the granularity of the information conveyed is not captured. Our approach,
which focuses on how often information reaches the FN, has also been used
in [7], [8].

D. Outline and Notation
The system model is developed in Section II. In
Sections III and IV, we analyze the k-outage duration and
the n-transmission duration, respectively. Numerical results in
Section V are followed by our conclusions in Section VI.
We use the following notation henceforth. The probability of
an event A is denoted by Pr(A). For a random variable (RV) X,
its expected value is denoted by E[X] and its expected value
conditioned on event A is denoted by E[X|A]. The indicator
function for an event A is denoted by 1{A} ; it equals 1 if A
occurs and is 0 otherwise. 
vT denotes the transpose of the
vector v. For b < a, the sum bi=a is identically 0. The all-ones
vector of size n × 1 is denoted by 1n . The set of non-negative
integers is denoted by Z+ . And, · denotes the floor function.
II. H YBRID WSN S YSTEM M ODEL
As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a hybrid WSN that has
MC conventional nodes, ME EH nodes, and an FN. Each
conventional node has a non-rechargeable battery with an initial
energy of B0 . Each EH node’s rechargeable battery can store a
E
units of energy. To be fair in comparing
maximum of Bmax
conventional and EH nodes, we assume that the battery of each
EH node has a pre-charge energy of B0 .
Time is divided into slots of duration Tslot , where Tslot is
less than or equal to the coherence interval. Let hC
i (t) and
(t)
denote
the
frequency-flat
channel
power
gains
of
the ith
hE
j
conventional node and the jth EH node, respectively, in the
E
tth time slot. For analytical tractability, hC
i (t) and hj (t) are
assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.),
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a hybrid WSN consisting of ME = 2 EH nodes and
MC = 3 conventional nodes that transmit data to the FN over time-varying
wireless links that undergo fading.

for t ≥ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ MC , and 1 ≤ j ≤ ME [20]. Let γ0 denote
the mean channel power gain.
Energy Harvesting Model: The energy harvesting process of
an EH node is modeled as a Bernoulli injection process. Such
a model arises in switch-type [21] and vibrational [22] energy
harvesters. It has been used in the literature [12], [23] because
it captures the randomness in the harvested energy while also
being tractable. An EH node harvests Eh units of energy in a
slot with probability ρ, independently of other EH nodes. We
note that the model in which the average energy harvested by
the nodes is identical has been used in the EH literature [13],
[15] in order to ensure tractability and gain valuable insights.
The energy harvested in a slot is available for transmission in
the next slot [6]. For tractability, B0 is assumed to be an integer
E
=
multiple of Eh : B0 = uEh , where u ∈ Z+ . Similarly, Bmax
dEh , where d ∈ Z+ .
Transmission Scheme: A node that has sufficient battery
energy to transmit with Etx energy and whose channel power
gain exceeds the threshold γth is called an active node. Here,
γth depends on the modulation and coding scheme used by the
node to transmit its sensed data to the FN, and is a system
parameter. Such a fixed transmit power model has also been
used in literature [15], [24] as it simplifies the power amplifier
design, which is particularly relevant to lower complexity sensor nodes [24], [25]. Among the active nodes, the node with the
largest battery energy is opportunistically selected to transmit
in the time slot [8], [26]. If no node is active in a slot, then
no transmission takes place in that slot and an outage occurs.
Hence, in any slot at the most one node transmits.
Such opportunistic selection can be implemented using distributed algorithms, which work as follows. Each node has
a preference number called its metric, which depends on its
local parameters. In our system, the node’s battery energy and
channel gain to the FN determine its metric. The goal is to
find the node with the highest metric. Two proficient selection
algorithms are: i) Timer based algorithm [8], [26], [27]: In it,
every node sets a timer value based on its metric and starts
counting the timer down. The higher the metric, the lower the
timer value. The node whose timer expires first transmits. Thus,

the node with the highest metric transmits first. ii) Splitting
based algorithm [28], [29]: Time is divided into mini-slots. A
node transmits its packet in a mini-slot if its metric lies between
a lower and an upper threshold. If the slot goes idle or a collision
occurs, then the thresholds are accordingly updated for the next
mini-slot. The process continues until a successful transmission
occurs.
These selection algorithms are fast, distributed, scalable [27],
[29] and energy-efficient [28]. The nodes operate on the basis
of their local information. We, therefore, do not model the time
and energy overhead of selection. The energy cost of sensing
and data processing is neglected as radio transmission is often
the dominant consumer of energy [12], [26]. For tractability,
we set Etx to be an integer multiple of Eh : Etx = lEh , where
l ∈ Z+ .
System Evolution: The transmission and harvesting process
start from time slot t = 1. In time slot t, let XiC (t) be the event
that the ith conventional node transmits, XjE (t) be the event
that the jth EH node transmits, and HjE (t) be the event that the
jth EH node harvests energy.
For the ith conventional node, the battery state BiC (t + 1) at
the beginning of time slot t + 1 evolves as
BiC (t + 1) = BiC (t) − 1{X C (t)} Etx .

(1)

i

For the jth EH node, the battery state BjE (t + 1) at the beginning of time slot t + 1 evolves as
BjE (t + 1) = BjE (t) − 1{X E (t)} Etx + 1{HE (t)} Eh .
j

(2)

j

Let O(t) and T (t) denote the number of outages and the
number of transmissions, respectively, in the network at the end
of time slot t. Clearly, O(0) = 0 and T (0) = 0. Let the RVs Tk
and n denote the time in slots required for k outages and n
transmissions, respectively, to occur.
III. k-O UTAGE D URATION A NALYSIS
At the beginning of time slot t ≥ 1, the state S(t) of the
network considering the battery energies of all the nodes and
the number of outages can be represented as

C
S(t) = B1C (t), B2C (t), . . . , BM
(t),
C

E
(t), O(t − 1) . (3)
B1E (t), B2E (t), . . . , BM
E
{S(t), t ≥ 1} is an absorbing discrete time Markov chain
(DTMC). It is absorbing because once k outages occur, how
the system evolves thereafter is no longer of interest.
The number of states in the state space of this DTMC
is (k + 1)(u + 1)MC (d + 1)ME , which is exponential in both
MC and ME . This occurs because the battery energies of the
nodes are coupled. Analyzing such a high dimensional Markov
chain is computationally challenging and memory intensive.
For example, even with ME = 2, MC = 2, Etx = 3Eh , and
E
= 15Etx , the number of states exceeds a million. ThereBmax
fore, alternative analytical approaches are essential. To this
end, we present two novel upper bounds for E[Tk ] that have
much lower computational complexity and, thus, effectively
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circumvent the problem. Henceforth, we shall refer to the
system described above as the original system.
A. Single Pooled Battery (SP) System
In this hypothetical system, there is just one node called
an SP node that transmits data to the FN. Its battery energy
at the beginning of time slot t is denoted by BSP (t). At the
beginning of time slot 1, which we shall refer to as start-up,
BSP (1) = (MC + ME )B0 , which is the total battery energy
of all the nodes in the original system. The battery capacity
of the SP node is the sum of the battery capacities of all
nodes in the original system, and equals bcap Eh , where bcap =
uMC + dME .
As in the original system, each time slot is of length Tslot .
We define the channel power gain hSP (t) seen by the SP node
in the tth time slot to be the maximum of the channel power
gains seen by all the nodes in the original system in that slot:

C
C
hSP (t) = max hC
1 (t), h2 (t), . . . , hMC (t),

E
E
hE
1 (t), h2 (t), . . . , hME (t) . (4)
The energy harvested by the SP node in time slot t is the sum
of the energies harvested by 
all the EH nodes in the original
E
system in that slot; it equals M
j=1 1{HjE (t)} Eh . The SP node
transmits in a slot t if it is active, i.e., if BSP (t) ≥ Etx and
hSP (t) ≥ γth . Thus, the channel gains and the energy harvested
by the SP node are both coupled to the original system.
1) SP System Based Upper Bound: Let E[TkSP ] denote the
k-outage duration of the SP system. The following result connects the k-outage durations of the original and SP systems.
Theorem 1: The k-outage duration of the original system is
upper bounded by that of the SP system


(5)
E[Tk ] ≤ E TkSP .
Proof: The proof is relegated to Appendix A. It turns
out to be quite intricate because the effect of both the energy
harvesting and energy consumption processes on the battery
energies of the nodes and outages need to be accounted for. This
also depends on the channel fading processes of all the nodes in
the system.

2) Analysis of E[TkSP ]: Let OSP (t) denote the number of
outages that have occurred in the SP system at the end of time
slot t. Clearly, OSP (0) = 0. The state of the SP system at the
beginning of time slot t, which is analogous to S(t) in the
original system, is
SSP (t) = (BSP (t), OSP (t − 1)) .
Then, {SSP (t), t ≥ 1} is a DTMC that takes values in the state
space SSP ∪ ASP , where
SSP = {(sEh , o) : 0 ≤ s ≤ bcap , 0 ≤ o ≤ k − 1} ,

(6)

ASP = {(sEh , k) : 0 ≤ s ≤ bcap } .

(7)

Here, ASP is the set of absorbing states of the DTMC, in which
k outages have occurred, and SSP is the set of all the other
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non-absorbing states. While the original system is a DTMC
of dimension MC + ME + 1, the SP system is only a twodimensional DTMC.
The probability of moving from state (wEh , x) to state (w Eh ,

x ), where (wEh , x) and (w Eh , x ) ∈ SSP ∪ASP , is represented by p(w,x),(w ,x ) . The transition probability matrix PSP
k
of the DTMC is given in Appendix B. Let the restriction of
on SSP be denoted by ZSP
PSP
k
k . Now, p(w,x),(w ,x ) is the
(x(uMC + dME + 1) + w + 1)th row and (x (uMC + dME +
SP
1) + w + 1)th column element of ZSP
k . Let E[Tk |(w, x)]
denote the k-outage duration of the SP system given that it starts
from state (wEh , x) ∈ SSP and let
 
 

vSP = E TkSP |(0, 0) , E TkSP |(1, 0) ,

T
. . . , E TkSP |(uMC + dME , k − 1)
, (8)
be a k(uMC + dME + 1) × 1 vector of k-outage durations
given that the DTMC starts from different states in SSP .
As shown in Appendix C, E[TkSP ] is given by




(9)
E TkSP = E TkSP | (u (MC + ME ) , 0) .
It is the (u(MC + ME ) + 1)th element of vSP , which simplifies to


SP −1
1k(uMC +dME +1)
(10)
vSP = ISP
k − Zk
SP
where ISP
k is an identity matrix of the same size as Zk .
3) Special Case With Only Conventional Nodes: If the network has only MC conventional nodes and if Etx = Eh , then
E[TkSP ] can be written in a closed form as follows.
Theorem 2: The k-outage duration of the SP system when
the original network consists of entirely conventional nodes and
Etx = Eh is given by


E TkSP = (k + uMC ) − (1 − ζ)k
uMC −1

×

(uMC − a)
a=0

k+a−1 a
ζ ,
a

where ζ is the probability that hSP (t) is at least γth .
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix D.

(11)



B. Dual Pooled Battery (DP) System
In this alternate hypothetical DP system, there are two nodes
called conventional pooled battery (CDP) node and EH pooled
battery (EDP) node that have data to transmit to the FN. As
before, each time slot is of duration Tslot . At start-up, the
battery energy of the CDP node is MC B0 , which is the sum
of the battery energies at start-up of all the conventional nodes
in the original system. In time slot t, the channel power gains
of the CDP and EDP nodes are the maximum of the channel
power gains of the conventional nodes and the maximum of the
channel power gains of the EH nodes in the original system,
respectively. The EDP node has infinite energy in its battery in
any time slot. When both the EDP and CDP nodes are active,
the former is chosen for transmission. In a slot, an outage occurs
only if the CDP and EDP nodes cannot transmit.
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1) DP System Based Upper Bound: Let E[TkDP ] be the
average time required for k outages to occur in the DP system.
The following key result connects the k-outage durations of the
DP system and the original system.
Theorem 3: The k-outage duration of the DP system upper
bounds that of the original system
E[Tk ] ≤ E[TkDP ].

(12)

Proof: The proof is relegated to Appendix E.

We shall henceforth refer to the bounds based on the SP
and DP systems as the SP and DP bounds, respectively. These
bounds hold for any probability distribution of the channel
power gains seen by the nodes and for any energy harvesting
process. Intuitively, when the average energy harvested per slot
by an EH node in the original system exceeds the average
transmission energy per slot, the battery energy of the SP node
increases with time, and outages due lack of battery energy in
the conventional nodes do not get captured by it. However, in
the DP system, the CDP node continues to track the drain
in the battery energy of the conventional nodes. Hence, in this
regime, the DP bound in (12) is tighter than the SP bound in
(5). Here, the diversity in selecting the active node with the
highest channel gain is also is captured more effectively by the
DP system. Similarly, when the EH nodes harvest lesser energy,
the SP bound is tighter.
We know from Theorems 1 and 3 that E[Tk ] ≤ E[TkSP ]
and E[Tk ] ≤ E[TkDP ]. Thus, combining the two, we get the
following tighter upper bound:
 

 
E[Tk ] ≤ min E TkSP , E TkDP .

(13)

2) Analysis of E[TkDP ]: Let BCDP (t) denote the battery
energy of the CDP node at the beginning of time slot t. The
number of outages in the DP system at the end of time slot t
is denoted by ODP (t). Clearly, ODP (0) = 0. The state of the
DP system at the beginning of time slot t considering the CDP
node’s battery energy and the number of outages is given by
SDP (t) = (BCDP (t) , ODP (t − 1)) .
Note that the battery energy of the EDP node need not be
tracked since it can transmit in any time slot so long as its
channel power gain exceeds γth . We see that {SDP (t), t ≥ 1}
is a DTMC with state space SDP ∪ ADP , where
SDP = {(sEh , o) : 0 ≤ s ≤ uMC , 0 ≤ o ≤ k − 1} ,

(14)

ADP = {(sEh , k) : 0 ≤ s ≤ uMC } .

(15)

Here, ADP and SDP are the sets of absorbing and nonabsorbing states, respectively, of the DP system. Hence, analyzing the k-outage duration of the DP system also involves
dealing with a much simpler two-dimensional DTMC. Its state
transition probability matrix PDP
k is given in Appendix F.
be
the
restriction
of PDP
on SDP . Then, the
Let ZDP
k
k
probability q(w,x),(w ,x ) of moving from state (wEh , x)
to (w Eh , x ) is the (x(uMC + 1) + w + 1)th row and
(x (uMC + 1) + w + 1)th column element of ZDP
k . The

k-outage duration of the DP system, given that it starts from
state (wEh , x) ∈ SDP , is denoted by E[TkDP |(w, x)]. Let
 
 

vDP = E TkDP |(0, 0) , E TkDP |(1, 0) ,

T
. . . , E TkDP | (uMC , k − 1)
, (16)
be a k(uMC + 1) × 1 vector.
The k-outage duration of the DP system is then given by




E TkDP = E TkDP | (uMC , 0) ,
where E[TkDP |(uMC , 0)] is the (uMC + 1)th element of the
vector vDP , and


DP −1
vDP = IDP
1k(uMC +1) .
(17)
k − Zk
Here, IDP
is an identity matrix of the same size as ZDP
k
k . The
proof is along lines similar to Appendix C.
IV. n-T RANSMISSION D URATION A NALYSIS
We now analyze the n-transmission duration of the hybrid
network. To calculate it, at any time t ≥ 1, we need to track
the battery energies of all nodes in the original system and the
number of transmissions that have occurred thus far. Hence, the
state of the network at the beginning of time slot t ≥ 1, S̃(t),
can be represented as

C
(t),
S̃(t) = B1C (t), B2C (t), . . . , BM
C

E
(t), T (t − 1) . (18)
B1E (t), B2E (t), . . . , BM
E
{S̃(t), t ≥ 1} is again an (MC + ME + 1)-dimensional
DTMC with (n + 1)(u + 1)MC (d + 1)ME states. The large
state space of this DTMC again makes it difficult to evaluate
E[n ] even when the number of nodes is small.
We present two computationally simpler lower bounds for
DP
E[n ]. Let E[SP
n ] and E[n ] denote the n-transmission durations of the SP and DP systems, respectively.
Theorem 4: The n-transmission durations of the SP and DP
systems each lower bound the n-transmission duration of the
original system


,
(19)
E[n ] ≥ E SP
n
 DP 
(20)
E[n ] ≥ E n .
Proof: The proof is relegated to Appendix G.
The following tighter lower bound follows:
  DP 
 
E[n ] ≥ max E SP
, E n
.
n


(21)

DP
We now evaluate E[SP
n ] and E[n ], which, as before, shall
be referred to as the SP and DP bounds, respectively.

A. Evaluating E[SP
n ]
Let TSP (t) denote the number of transmissions in the SP
system at the end of time slot t. Clearly, TSP (0) = 0. The state
of the SP system at the beginning of time slot t considering the
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SP node’s battery energy and the number of transmissions by
the SP node is S̃SP (t) = (BSP (t), TSP (t − 1)). Then, {S̃SP (t),
t ≥ 1} is a DTMC with state space S̃SP ∪ ÃSP , where
S̃SP = {(sEh , χ) : 0 ≤ s ≤ bcap , 0 ≤ χ ≤ n − 1} ,

(22)

ÃSP = {(sEh , n) : 0 ≤ s ≤ bcap } .

(23)

Here, ÃSP is the set of absorbing states of the DTMC in which
n transmissions have occurred. Hence, E[SP
n ] can be analyzed
using a much simpler, two-dimensional DTMC, as follows.
Let the probability of moving from state (wEh , x) to state
(w Eh , x ) be represented by p̃(w,x),(w ,x ) . Let P̃SP
n denote
the transition probability matrix of the DTMC. It is given in
Appendix H. Let its restriction on S̃SP be denoted by Z̃SP
n . Now,
p̃(w,x),(w ,x ) is the (x(uMC + dME + 1) + w + 1)th row and
(x (uMC + dME + 1) + w + 1)th column element of Z̃SP
n . It
]
is
the
(u(M
+
M
)
+
1)th
element
can be shown that E[SP
C
E
n
of the n(uMC + dME + 1) × 1 vector ṽSP , and
SP
ṽSP = ĨSP
n − Z̃n

−1

1n(uMC +dME +1) ,

(24)

Fig. 2. 5-outage duration as a function of MC for different ME (ρ = 0.5,
Etx /Eh = 3, and γth = 1). Simulation results are shown using the marker ◦.
The lines depict the bound in (13).

V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS AND C OST E FFECTIVE
H YBRID WSN D ESIGN
We now study the behavior of the original system using
Monte Carlo simulations that average over 105 sample paths,
and evaluate the efficacy of the bounds. Unless mentioned
otherwise, we assume Rayleigh fading and set γ0 = 1,
B0 /Etx = 10, and Bmax /Etx = 15.

SP
where ĨSP
n is an identity matrix of the same size as Z̃n .

B. Evaluating E[DP
n ]
Let TDP (t) denote the number of transmissions in the DP
system at the end of time slot t. Clearly, TDP (0) = 0. The state
of the DP system at the beginning of time slot t considering
the battery energy of the CDP node and all the transmissions
by the DP system is given by S̃DP (t) = (BCDP (t), TDP (t −
1)). Thus, {S̃DP (t), t ≥ 1} is a DTMC with state space S̃DP ∪
ÃDP , where S̃DP and ÃDP are the set of its non-absorbing and
absorbing states, respectively, and are given by
S̃DP = {(sEh , χ) : 0 ≤ s ≤ uMC , 0 ≤ χ ≤ n − 1} ,

(25)

ÃDP = {(sEh , n) : 0 ≤ s ≤ uMC } .

(26)

Along lines similar to Section IV-A, E[DP
n ] can be easily
evaluated. The steps are not shown here to conserve space.

C. Computational Complexity
By analyzing the DTMC S(t) in (3), it can be shown that
k(u + 1)MC (d + 1)ME linearly independent equations need to
be solved to evaluate the k-outage duration of the original
system. On the other hand, as seen from (10) and (17), only
k(uMC + dME + 1) and k(uMC + 1) linearly independent
equations have to be solved to calculate the k-outage durations
of the SP and DP systems, respectively. Solving a system
of m linear equations entails a computational complexity of
O(m2.376 ) [30]. Thus, computing the SP and DP bounds entails a significantly lower computational complexity. Similar
complexity reductions occur for the n-transmission duration
as well.

A. k-Outage Duration
Fig. 2 plots the 5-outage duration measured from simulations
and its upper bound in (13) as a function of MC for different values of ME .2 As ME increases, the 5-outage duration
increases because the odds that at least one node sees a channel
power gain that is greater than γth increase and the batteries of
the conventional nodes get drained less often. Similarly, as MC
increases, the 5-outage duration increases. For smaller ME , the
SP bound is tighter because the total energy harvested by the
system is low, which makes it the dominant cause for outages.
This energy shortage is captured well by the SP system since
it undergoes the same energy injection process. For larger ME ,
the DP bound is tighter because the odds that the EH nodes
transmit are higher. This behavior is effectively captured by the
EDP node of the DP system. We see that the bounds continue
to be tight as the number of nodes increases.
Fig. 3 plots the 5-outage duration measured from simulations
and its upper bound in (13) as a function of ME for different
MC . As MC increases, the 5-outage duration increases because
more nodes are available in the system to transmit data to the
FN. The maximum error between the bound and the simulations
is 7% and the average error is 2%. Thus, the proposed bound
is again tight. Unlike Fig. 2, in which the 5-outage duration
increases more rapidly as ME increases, here, the increase is
marginal as MC increases.
2 Even efficient C language programs for simulating the original system with
a larger number of nodes had high, multi-day execution times. This is because
of the exponential increase in the number of states in the DTMCs.
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Fig. 3. 5-outage duration as a function of ME for different MC (ρ = 0.5,
Etx /Eh = 3, and γth = 1). Simulation results are shown using the marker ◦.
The lines depict the bound in (13).

Fig. 5. 5-outage duration as a function of energy harvesting probability
(MC = 3, Etx /Eh = 3, and γth = 1). Simulation results are shown using
the marker ◦. The lines depict the bound in (13).

Fig. 4. Effect of k and channel fading statistics on the k-outage duration
(MC = 5, ρ = 0.1, Etx /Eh = 1, and γth = 1). Simulation results are shown
using the marker ◦. The lines depict the bound in (13).

Fig. 6. 100-transmission duration as a function of ME for different MC
(ρ = 0.1, Etx /Eh = 1, and γth = 1). Simulation results are shown using the
marker ◦. The lines depict the bound in (21).

Fig. 4 evaluates the effect of channel fading statistics and
k by showing results for Nakagami-m fading. It plots the
k-outage duration as a function of ME for k = 1 and k = 5,
and for m = 1 (Rayleigh fading) and m = 2. Both simulation
results and the bound in (13) are shown. As k increases, the
k-outage duration increases, which is intuitive. However, it
turns out that it saturates for larger k (figure not shown). This is
because for large k, the odds that the conventional nodes drain
out their batteries by the time k outages occur is high. Now, the
number of EH nodes primarily determine the k-outage duration.
Also, as m increases, the k-outage duration increases because,
for the same mean power gain, the odds that the channel power
gains of the nodes exceed γth increases. The bound is tight and
captures the effect of the channel statistics.
Fig. 5 shows the 5-outage duration as a function of the
energy harvesting probability ρ for different values of ME . As
ρ increases, the 5-outage duration increases and later saturates.
This is because for larger ρ, the channel fades and not lack of
energy are primarily responsible for the occurrence of outages.
Also demarcated in the figure are the regimes in which the SP
and DP bounds are tighter. For smaller ρ, the SP bound is tighter

because the EH nodes in the system are energy starved, while
for larger ρ, the reverse is true.
Note: In general, the tightness of the bounds depends on B0 .
The bounds are tight for moderate to large values of B0 , but are
relatively loose for very small B0 . However, the latter regime is
of limited interest since a practical deployment is unlikely to be
energy-starved right from its inception.

B. n-Transmission Duration
Fig. 6 plots the 100-transmission duration measured from
simulations and its lower bound in (21) as a function of ME for
different MC .3 The maximum error between the lower bound
and the simulations is 2%. Thus, the bound is again tight. As
ME or MC increase, the 100-transmission duration decreases
for reasons similar to those in Section V-A.

3 When M = 0, the system cannot achieve 100 transmissions because the
E
total energy in the system can support only 10MC transmissions even when
MC is as large as 7. Therefore, results for ME = 0 are not shown.
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∗ for the 5-outage duration (E /E = 3, γ
Fig. 7. Effect of ρ on ME
tx
h
th = 1,
cT = 14, cc = 1, and cE = 2). Simulation results are shown using marker ◦.
∗ is indicated by a short
The lines depict the bound in (13). For every ρ, ME
vertical line.

C. Cost-Effective WSN Design
We now determine the optimal deployment of a hybrid WSN
that is subject to a total cost constraint. Let cC and cE be the
cost of one conventional node and one EH node, respectively,
with cE ≥ cC . Let cT indicate the upper limit on the total cost
for system deployment. Hence, the total network cost cC MC +
cE ME must be less than or equal to cT .
Our first goal is to find the optimal values of MC and ME ,
denoted by MC∗ and ME∗ , respectively, that maximize the koutage duration. We use the computationally simpler bounds
derived in Section III, which the simulation results empirically
indicate are tight everywhere, to determine MC∗ and ME∗ .4 The
optimization problem can be stated as:
 

 
(MC∗ , ME∗ ) = arg max min E TkSP , E TkDP ,
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†
Fig. 8. Effect of ρ on ME
for the 150-transmission duration (Etx /Eh = 1,
γth = 2, cT = 14, cc = 1, and cE = 2). Simulation results are shown using
†
marker ◦. The lines depict the bound in (21). For every ρ, ME
is indicated by
a short vertical line.

configuration obtained from the bounds is the same as that
obtained from optimizing the original system using extensive
Monte Carlo simulations.
Along similar lines as above, we now evaluate
DP
arg minMC ,ME max{E[SP
n ], E[n ]} subject to the total
cost constraint of (28). The optimal configuration, which is
denoted by MC† and ME† , is found numerically. Fig. 8 plots the
150-transmission duration obtained from simulations and its
lower bound (cf. (21)) as a function of ME for different values
of ρ. As before, we see that the optimal value obtained from
the bounds matches that obtained from the simulations. The
optimal number of EH nodes decreases as ρ increases. This is
because when ρ is small, having more EH nodes significantly
increases the odds that at least one among them has enough
energy to transmit.

(27)

(MC ,ME )

s.t. cT ≥ cC MC + cE ME ,

(28)

which is easily solved by an exhaustive search because of the
low computational complexity of the bounds.
Fig. 7 plots the 5-outage duration as a function of ME for
different values of ρ. As ME increases, the 5-outage duration
increases initially because more energy is harvested. It then
reaches a maximum and then decreases because the number of
cheaper conventional nodes in the system decreases at a faster
rate. This reduces the number of active nodes in the network,
which increases the incidence of outages. For every ρ, the
optimal MC∗ and ME∗ pair that maximizes the upper bound on
E[T5 ] is also the one obtained from simulations. When ρ is very
small, EH nodes do not improve the k-outage duration much.
Therefore, the optimal configuration does not employ any of
the more expensive EH nodes. As ρ increases, more EH nodes
typically get employed in the network. Note that the optimal

4 A more rigorous approach would be to analytically prove that the gap
between E[Tk ] and E[TkSP ] or E[TkDP ] is small. However, this is extremely
challenging because the battery evolutions of the nodes are coupled.

VI. C ONCLUSION
We studied a new class of hybrid networks that consist of
both conventional and EH nodes, and is different from both
conventional and all-EH WSNs. We proposed the use of the
k-outage and n-transmission durations as performance criteria
for evaluating and comparing such networks. They account
for the effect of battery energies and communication failures
due to channel fading on the performance of the WSN, and
avoid the pitfalls associated with defining lifetime based or
steady state based criteria. We developed two computationally
simpler upper bounds for the k-outage duration and lower
bounds for the n-transmission duration. Finally, we determined cost-effective hybrid deployments to optimize these two
criteria.
Several interesting avenues for future research exist given
the fundamental nature of the questions that arise in our study.
These include more sophisticated models that use a mesh topology, power control, and physical layer diversity techniques.
Another interesting avenue is the inclusion of temporal and
spatial correlation in the channel fading and energy harvesting
processes in the network.
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A PPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
We compare the evolution of the original and SP systems
in parallel for a given sample path of the energy harvesting and channel fading processes. The total energy provided
to the SP node prior to time slot t is (MC + ME )B0 +
t−1 ME
τ =1
j=1 1{HjE (τ )} Eh . Since each transmission consumes
energy Etx , the number of transmissions TSP (t) by the SP node
until the end of time slot t cannot exceed Tmax (t), where
TSP (t) ≤ Tmax (t)
⎢⎛
⎢
⎢
= ⎣⎝(MC +ME )B0 +

⎥
⎥
t−1 ME
⎥
1
⎦.
1{HE (τ )} Eh ⎠
j
Etx
τ =1 j=1
⎞

This follows because the numerator above is the sum of the SP
node’s initial battery energy and the total energy it harvests until
the start of time slot t. By the same reasoning, the number of
transmissions T (t) by the original system by time t obeys the
inequality T (t) ≤ Tmax (t).
Notice that T (t) and TSP (t) are monotonically nondecreasing functions of t. Further, in both systems, either a
transmission or an outage occurs in every slot. Hence,
t = TSP (t) + OSP (t) = T (t) + O(t),

for t ≥ 1.

(29)

The SP system evolves in one of the following two ways:
i) TSP (t) < Tmax (t), for all t ≥ 1: In this case, the energy
in the SP node’s battery in the beginning of slot t is at least
(Tmax (t) − TSP (t − 1)) Etx ≥ (Tmax (t) − TSP (t)) Etx ,
≥ Etx .

(30)

Since hSP (t) is at least as good as the channel seen by the
transmitting node in the original system, the SP node will
transmit whenever a node in the original system transmits.
Hence, TSP (t) − T (t) ≥ 0, for t ≥ 1. Using (29), we get
O(t) − OSP (t) = TSP (t) − T (t) ≥ 0,

for t ≥ 1.

(31)

ii) TSP (t) = Tmax (t), for t = t0 , t1 , t2 , . . ., where t0 < t1 <
t2 < · · ·, and TSP (t) < Tmax (t), otherwise: Using (29),
for r ≥ 0, we get
O(tr ) − OSP (tr ) = TSP (tr ) − T (tr ),
= Tmax (tr ) − T (tr ) ≥ 0.

(32)

For 0 ≤ t < t0 , since TSP (t) < Tmax (t), the reasoning in
the previous case implies that O(t) ≥ OSP (t).
We will now prove that O(t) ≥ OSP (t), for tr < t < tr+1 , for
all r ≥ 0. The following two cases can occur: a) TSP (tr+1 ) =
TSP (tr ), or b) TSP (tr+1 ) > TSP (tr ).
a) When TSP (tr ) = TSP (tr+1 ): This implies that Tmax (tr ) =
Tmax (tr+1 ). By the definition of t0 , t1 , . . ., this can happen only when tr+1 = tr + 1. Thus, there are no intermediate time slots that need to be covered, and we are done.

b) When TSP (tr+1 ) > TSP (tr ): Consider r = 0. If t1 = 1 +
t0 , then we are done. Else, in time slots t0 + 1 ≤ t <
t1 , we know that TSP (t) < Tmax (t). Then, in each of
these slots, the battery energy in the SP node is lower
bounded by
BSP (t) ≥ (Tmax (t) − TSP (t − 1)) Etx ≥ Etx ,
where the last inequality follows because
TSP (t − 1) ≤ TSP (t) < Tmax (t).
Hence, using the same reasoning as before, the number
of transmissions by the SP system in the time interval
t0 + 1, . . . , t1 − 1 is greater than or equal to that by the
original system, i.e., T (t) ≤ TSP (t). Hence, from (29),
we can again show that
O(t) − OSP (t) ≥ 0,

for t0 + 1 ≤ t < t1 .

Similarly, by induction, it can be shown that the same holds
for any 1 + tr ≤ t < tr+1 , for all r ≥ 1. Hence,
O(t) ≥ OSP (t),

for

t ≥ 1.

(33)

Since O(Tk ) = k, this implies that OSP (Tk ) ≤ k. Hence, Tk ≤
TkSP , which implies that E[Tk ] ≤ E[TkSP ].
B. Transition Probability Matrix PSP
k of SP System
The probability p(w,x),(w ,x ) that the SP system moves from
state (wEh , x) to state (w Eh , x ) is obtained as follows. Once
the SP system is in an absorbing state, it remains there. Else, if
/ ASP , then the following two cases arise.
(wEh , x) ∈
i) SP Node Does Not Transmit: The outage count increases
to x + 1. This happens if: a) The SP node has no energy
for transmission, BSP (t) < Etx , or b) hSP (t) < γth , which
happens with probability 1 − ζ. For example, for Rayleigh
fading, we have ζ = 1 − (1 − exp(−(γth /γ0 )))MC +ME .
Also, if yEh energy is harvested, then BSP (t) increases from
wEh to (w + y)Eh . This happens with probability σy , where
σy =

ME y
ρ (1 − ρ)ME −y ,
y

for

y ≥ 0.

Therefore, p(w,x),(w+y,x+1) , for w + y < bcap , is given by

σy ,
wEh < Etx ,
p(w,x),(w+y,x+1) =
(34)
(1 − ζ)σy , wEh ≥ Etx .
The probability of moving from (wEh , x) to (bcap Eh , x + 1) is
 M
E
wEh < Etx ,
y=bcap −w σy ,
p(w,x),(bcap ,x+1) =
 ME
(1 − ζ) y=bcap −w σy , wEh ≥ Etx .
(35)
ii) SP Node Transmits: The SP node transmits if: a) It
has sufficient battery energy, BSP (t) ≥ Etx , and b) hSP (t) ≥
γth , which happens with probability ζ. Since a transmission
has occurred, the outage count remains unchanged. After a
transmission, the battery energy of the SP node is (w − l +
y)Eh with probability σy . Therefore, for wEh ≥ Etx and
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(w − l + y)Eh < bcap Eh , p(w,x),(w−l+y,x) = ζσy . Similarly,
 E
p(w,x),(bcap ,x) = ζ M
y=bcap −w+l σy . All other transition probabilities are 0.
C. Deriving E[TkSP ]
When the SP system starts from the state (wEh , x) ∈ ASP ,
k outages have already occurred. Hence, the time required for
k outages to occur given that the SP system starts from state
(wEh , x) ∈ ASP is zero. Therefore, the absorbing states need
not be considered in the analysis.
If the system is in state (wEh , x) ∈ SSP , it transits into
the state (w Eh , x ) in the next time slot with probability
p(w,x),(w ,x ) . Given the Markovian evolution of the SP system,
the k-outage duration, given that the current state is (wEh , x) ∈
SSP , is equal to
E



TkSP | (w, x)



uMC +dME x+1

=1+
w =0



E TkSP | (w , x )

x =x

× p(w,x),(w ,x ) .

(36)

SP
SP
Writing in terms of vSP , we get (ISP
=
k − Zk )v
5
1k(uMC +dME +1) , from which (10) follows.

D. Brief Proof of Theorem 2
Since no node harvests energy and Etx = Eh , the transitions
probabilities in Appendix B simplify as follows:
i) SP Node Does Not Transmit: The outage count increases
by one and the battery level remains the same. Hence,
p(w,x),(w,x+1) = 1 when w = 0, and p(w,x),(w,x+1) =
1 − ζ when w > 0.
ii) SP Node Transmits: This happens only when the SP node
has at least Eh energy and its channel power gain is at least
γth . Therefore, p(w,x),(w−1,x) = ζ, for w > 0. All other
transition probabilities are zero. With this, we can show
using mathematical induction that for 1 ≤ r ≤ k and 0 ≤
g ≤ uMC ,
 SP

E Tk | (g, k − r)
g−1

(g − a)

= (g + r) − (1 − ζ)k
a=0

Substituting
yields (11).

(g, k − r) = (uMC , 0)

in

g+a−1 a
ζ .
a
this

equation
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slot t. Let TC (t) and TE (t) denote the number of transmissions
by the CDP and EDP nodes, respectively, at the end of slot t.
The CDP node has sufficient energy to transmit at most TCmax
packets each of energy Etx , where TCmax = (MC B0 )/Etx .
Hence, for t ≥ 1, we know that TC (t) ≤ TCmax . Similarly, in
the original system, TC (t) ≤ TCmax , for t ≥ 1. In both systems,
either a transmission or an outage occurs in any slot. Hence,
t = TC (t) + TE (t) + O(t) = TC (t) + TE (t) + ODP (t).
(37)
We first show the following intermediate result.
Claim 1: For t ≥ 1, TE (t) ≥ TE (t).
Proof: The EDP node is inactive if and only if the channel
power gains of all the EH nodes in the original system are
below γth . Thus, if at least one EH node is active in the original
system, then the EDP node must also be active. By the design
of the DP system, the EDP node transmits any time it is active.
On the other hand, in the original network, none of the active
EH nodes may be selected to transmit. Hence, the EDP node
transmits at least as many times as the total number of times the
EH nodes transmit in the original system.

Thus, TE (t) ≥ TE (t), for t ≥ 1.
The following two possible cases for TC (t) arise:
i) TC (t) < TCmax : Since TC (τ ) ≤ TC (t), for all 1 ≤ τ ≤ t,
it follows that at the beginning of time slot τ ≤ t, the CDP
node’s battery energy is
(TCmax − TC (τ − 1)) Etx ≥ (TCmax − TC (t)) Etx ≥ Etx .
If at least one conventional node in the original system has a
channel power gain that exceeds γth in time slot τ , then the
channel power gain of the CDP node, which sees the maximum
of the channel power gains of all the conventional nodes, also
exceeds γth . Thus, the CDP node is active in time slot τ if at
least one conventional node is active in the original system in
that slot.
We already know from the proof of Claim 1 given above
that the EDP node is active in slot τ if at least one EH node
in the original system is active in this slot. Hence, if TC (t) <
TCmax , then a transmission occurs in the DP system in all the
slots 1, 2, . . . , t in which a transmission occurs in the original
system. Therefore, ODP (t) ≤ O(t) when TC (t) < TCmax .
ii) TC (t) = TCmax : From Claim 1 and (37), we get TCmax +
ODP (t) ≤ TC (t) + O(t). Rearranging the terms, we get
O(t) ≥ ODP (t) + (TCmax − TC (t)) ≥ ODP (t). Hence, in both
cases,
ODP (t) ≤ O(t),

for

t ≥ 1.

(38)

E. Proof of Theorem 3

Now, along the lines of Appendix A, it easily follows that
E[Tk ] ≤ E[TkDP ].

Consider a sample path of the channel fading and energy
harvesting processes. Let TC (t) and TE (t) denote the total
transmissions by all the conventional nodes and by all the EH
nodes, respectively, in the original system at the end of time

F. Transition Probability Matrix PDP
k of the DP System

long as all the states (wEh , x) ∈ SSP are transient, the matrix (ISP
k −
is invertible. If some state (wEh , x) ∈ SSP is absorbing, then (10) no
longer holds and the k-outage duration is infinity.
5 As

ZSP
k )

Let ζC and ζE denote the probabilities that the channel power
gain seen by a CDP and EDP node, respectively, exceed γth .
Once the system enters ADP , it stays there. Else, the probability
q(w,x),(w ,x ) that the DP system moves from (wEh , x) to
(w Eh , x ) is obtained as follows.
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i) When (wEh , x) ∈ SDP and No Transmission Occurs in
the System: This happens when both the CDP and EDP
nodes are inactive. The EDP node is inactive only if
hEDP (t) < γth , which happens with probability 1 − ζE .
The CDP node is inactive if: a) BCDP (t) = wEh < Etx ,
or b) hCDP (t) < γth , which happens with probability
1 − ζC . In this case, the outage count increases by 1 and
the energy of the CDP node does not change. Therefore,
the next state is (wEh , x + 1). Hence, for 0 ≤ x ≤ k − 1,
we have

(1 − ζE )(1 − ζC ), wEh ≥ Etx ,
(39)
q(w,x),(w,x+1) =
wEh < Etx .
1 − ζE ,
ii) When (wEh , x) ∈ SDP and a Transmission Occurs: The
following two cases arise:
a) EDP Node Transmits: For this, the EDP node must be
active, which happens with probability ζE . Thus, the
battery energy of the CDP node does not change and the
outage count stays the same. Since the system state does
not change, we have q(w,x),(w,x) = ζE .
b) CDP Node Transmits: This happens only if the EDP node
is inactive. This happens with probability (1 − ζE )ζC .
The energy of the CDP node decreases by Etx and the
outage count stays the same. Hence, the state changes
from (wEh , x) to ((w − l)Eh , x), and the transition probability is q(w,x),(w−l,x) = (1 − ζE )ζC , for wEh ≥ Etx .
All other transition probabilities are 0.
G. Proof of Theorem 4
Consider a given sample path of the energy harvesting and
channel fading processes. From (29) and (33), we already know
that T (t) ≤ TSP (t), for t ≥ 1. By definition,
T (n ) = n.

(40)

Hence, TSP (n ) ≥ n. This means that the number of transmissions by the SP node by time n is greater than or equal to
SP
n. Therefore, SP
n ≤ n . This directly implies that E[n ] ≤
E[n ].
From the definition of TDP (t), we know that TDP (t) =
TC (t) + TE (t), for t ≥ 1. Similarly, T (t) = TC (t) + TE (t),
for t ≥ 1. From (37) and (38) we know that TC (t) + TE (t) ≤
TC (t) + TE (t). Thus, the above relationships together imply
that T (t) ≤ TDP (t), which, in turn, implies that TDP (n ) ≥ n.
Hence, from (40), it follows that E[n ] ≥ E[DP
n ].
H. Transition Probability Matrix P̃SP
n of the SP System
The transition probability p̃(w,x),(w, ,x ) from (wEh , x) to
(w Eh , x ) is obtained as follows. Once the SP system enters
ÃSP , it remains there. Else, if (wEh , x) ∈ ÃSP , then two cases
arise:
i) SP Node Does Not Transmit: As in Appendix B, for w +
y < bcap , we can show that

σy ,
wEh < Etx ,
p̃(w,x),(w+y,x) =
(41)
(1 − ζ)σy , wEh ≥ Etx ,

and
p̃(w,x),(bcap ,x) =

 M

E

y=bcap −w σy ,
 E
(1 − ζ) M
y=bcap −w

wEh < Etx ,

wEh ≥ Etx .
(42)
ii) SP Node Transmits: For wEh ≥ Etx and (w−l+y)Eh <
bcap Eh , we have p̃(w,x),(w−l+y,x+1) = ζσy . Similarly,
σy ,

ME

p̃(w,x),(bcap ,x+1) = ζ

σy ,

for wEh ≥ Etx .

y=bcap −w+l

All other transition probabilities are 0.
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